INTRODUCTION

E

thics Eye, and The Divide are social media platforms by Verité Research which flag media
ethical violations and problematic media behaviour in Sri Lanka.1 Since its inception in 2016,
some of the key ethical violations Ethics Eye has been problematising include racial profiling,

gender stereotyping, suicide related reporting and reporting on child abuse. Among these, the two
key issues that have negative social ramifications on minorities are: (1) racial profiling; and (2)
language polarisation.
This research brief aims to provide a short introduction to these two areas. The brief is presented in
two parts. First, it will introduce the phenomenon of racial profiling and provide examples from the
Sri Lankan media. Second, it will introduce the phenomenon of language polarisation and provide
relevant examples.

RACIAL PROFILING
Some of the Sri Lankan mainstream media tends to promote prejudicial content towards minorities
and/or highlight the ethnoreligious identity of the minorities in negative contexts even when that
identity is irrelevant to the news/story. These practices intensified following the Easter Sunday
attacks in 2019 and the COVID-19 outbreak in 2020.
In order to reduce these violations of ethical reporting guidelines, Ethics Eye regularly monitors the
Sri Lankan media and flags unethical content via its social media handles. To this end, Ethics Eye
relies on both globally and locally accepted media guidelines with regard to ethical reporting. ExhibitI depicts two of the guidelines adopted in evaluating content.
Exhibit-I:

Ethics Eye is a research-based public education platform managed by Verité Research that serves to foster ethical
journalism in Sri Lanka. To access the site, see: https://www.facebook.com/ethicseye and
https://twitter.com/EthicsEye.
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The Ethics Eye team advances media accountability on unethical reporting pertaining to
ethnoreligious minorities using three approaches. First, Ethics Eye publishes regular posts on its
social media pages exposing unethical content on minorities. As shown in Exhibit-II, each post
identifies the ethical violation pertaining to minorities in a selected news article along with the
newspaper that carried it.
Exhibit-II:

Context: In the above news story, the newspaper highlighted the ethnicity of a suspect as a ‘Muslim individual’
when it was not directly relevant to the story.

Context: The above post features two news stories. In both instances, the newspaper highlighted the
ethnicity of the suspects as ‘Muslim’ and ‘Tamil woman’ respectively. As visible from these examples, the Sri
Lankan media often highlights the ethnicity of individuals when it is discussed in a negative context.

Second, Ethics Eye juxtaposes unethical reporting with ethical reporting on a common incident
pertaining to ethnoreligious minorities. Through this juxtaposition, Ethics Eye prompts journalists,
editors, and media owners to evaluate how competing media organisations reported on a certain
issue. Exhibit-III illustrates two such examples.

Exhibit-III:

Context: The above post features three news stories on an incident pertaining to drug smuggling. Two
newspapers revealed the ethnicity of the suspects as ‘Tamil individuals’. However, Lankadeepa reported the
same story without revealing the ethnicity of the suspects.

Context: Two newspapers reported on an incident involving a doctor who allegedly took photographs of
another female doctor while changing clothes at the Ragama hospital. Divaina highlighted the ethnicity of
the suspect as ‘Muslim’. By contrast, Lankadeepa reported the same news without mentioning the ethnicity.

Third, Ethics Eye cumulates its data to evaluate ethical violations pertaining to coverage of
ethnoreligious minorities during a specific time period. As shown in Exhibit-IV, the team published
two infographics comparing the number of media violations concerning ethnoreligious minorities for
the years 2020 and 2021.

Exhibit-IV:

Context: The above infographic features a quantitative trend analysis of unethical reporting in the Sinhala
newspapers for the period January 2020 – June 2021.

Context: The above infographic provides a quantitative breakdown of unethical reporting related to ethnicity
classified by the type of news story for the period January 2020 – June 2021.

LANGUAGE POLARISATION
In addition to the problem of racial profiling, the Sri Lankan media also has a problem of being
polarised across languages. The prevalence of multiple linguistic identities in the country has
resulted in the evolution of three distinct spheres of media based on the three main languages used–
Sinhala, Tamil and English. While English language media is accessed by the relatively elite/educated
in Sri Lanka, Sinhala and Tamil media– especially press–cater to large distinct demographics of the
country.

In order to bridge the divide in media reporting, The Divide, a social media platform launched in 2018,
regularly flags instances of media polarisation in Sinhala and Tamil media.2 As illustrated in ExhibitV, the team highlights media polarisation by juxtaposing reportage on a common issue or event
appearing in the Sinhala and Tamil language media.
Exhibit-V:

Context: Following the release of the Presidential Commission of Inquiry (PCoI) report into the Easter Sunday
attacks, the Sinhala and Tamil media diverged in identifying the causes of the attack. The Sinhala media
attributed the attacks to ‘global factors’. Meanwhile, the Tamil media attributed it to ‘local factors’.

Context: 12 years following the end of the armed conflict, the Sinhala and Tamil media diverged in reflecting
on the end of the war. Most Sinhala newspapers viewed it as a ‘celebration’. By contrast, most Tamil
newspapers viewed it as a ‘commemoration’.

The Divide publishes its content via the TMA Twitter handle and the Verité Research Instagram handle. For more
information, see: https://twitter.com/verite_tma and https://www.instagram.com/veriteresearch/.
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Context: On 23 March 2021, the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) passed Resolution
46/L.1/Rev.1 on Sri Lanka. Following the adoption of the resolution, the Sinhala and Tamil media presented
contrasting views. The Sinhala media reflected on the voting outcome as favourable for Sri Lanka.
Meanwhile, the Tamil media reflected on the voting outcome as unfavourable for Sri Lanka.

Context: In May 2021, the Sinhala and Tamil press reported on an incident relating to a sacred site in
Mullaitivu. The two-language press presented contrasting views on the identity of the site and the incident
that occurred at the site. For instance, the Sinhala press identified the site as the ‘historical Kurundumale
stupa’, a Buddhist religious site. Meanwhile, the Tamil press identified it as the ‘Aathi Sivan Ayyanar Kovil’, a
Hindu religious site.

The problem of polarisation across languages extends to television coverage as well. Exhibit-VI
provides two instances when the Sinhala and Tamil TV channels disproportionately covered an
incident.

Exhibit-VI:

Context: May 2021, marked 40 years since the burning of the Jaffna Public Library. Only the Tamil language
TV channels covered the anniversary of the incident. Meanwhile, the Sinhala language TV channel did not
cover the incident.

Context: 11 July 2021, marked 31 years since the Kokavil attack. Most Sinhala language TV channels covered
the anniversary of the incident. Meanwhile, the Tamil language TV channels did not cover the incident.

